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Introduction

The globalization processes and technical achievements force man to study lifelong that he would keep his value in the labour market. The most important task for a today employer is to find highly-qualified specialists yet number of them in the labour market is not a vital factor. Although world famous economist Adam Smith (1751-1790) wrote in his famous book “An Inquiry into Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations”: “But the wages of labour are generally higher in a prosperous town than in a country village. In such a town people who own great fund so as to employ many workers, frequently cannot called the number of workmen they need, and therefore they compete with one another in order to satisfy they needs, which raises the wages of labour, and lowers profits in stock”. However, in the present knowledge economy the demand for knowledge increased very much. So the question is, what determines the average wages by circumstances of knowledge economy in the labour market – the number of employees that can be employed (Smith A., Ricardo D., Samuelson P., Saks D., Wonnacott P., Wonnacott R. and etc.) or the abilities of workers that is knowledge and education?

In the last decade of the twentieth century American economist P. Drucker analysing the social side of post-industrial reformations characterised the new society as the knowledge society, which was already neither capitalism, nor socialism. The transforming force of this new society is knowledge, which demotes capital, labour, land and other factors of production and creates wealth. However, gaining knowledge necessitates much more investments than investments to capital.

Considerable changes in a company require complicated organizational changes and new methods of production, organization and management. Manufacturing is based on flexible production systems and on new forms of work organization, which originate in knowledge economy (Garrone and Mariotti, 2001; Benchimol, 2001).

Knowledge-based economy needs close cooperation of all institutions, since the environment became highly complex and only team-work enables to create greater surplus value. People, who have most knowledge can orient most successfully in this complicated and dynamic environment. Furthermore, when knowledge is merged together into the general knowledge system of a company or a country, the surplus value increases because of the synergy effect. Following this logic, the Knowledge Assessment Methodology (KAM) was created, which evaluates knowledge level after analysing various countries or regions operation parameters (World Bank, 2005). Con-
sequently, if the knowledge level of the country’s population can be evaluated, the influence of labour force knowledge level on average wage can be assessed using statistical methods as well.

**Research object:** average wage level in the knowledge economy.

**Research objective:** to prove that knowledge determines average wages in the labour market in reference to the results of various scientific researches.

**Research tasks:** 1) The review of knowledge demand; 2) The analysis of life-long learning; 3) The analysis of the knowledge role in the modern economy; 4) Analysis of the country's knowledge level correlation with annual average wage.

**Research methods applied** - logical analysis and synthesis of scientific literature, the systematic analysis of statistics, interview, and the comparison and generalization method.

The origin of knowledge demand

For hundreds of years knowledge has been the main source of competitive ability in the market. In the old times a unique product “family recipe” used to be passed on from generation to generation. Although this was working very slowly but it opened the door to modern models of knowledge control such as the Internet.

The knowledge history goes back to the times of Plato and Aristotle; however, its modern conception is associated with such scientists as Daniel Bell (1973), Alvin Toffler (1980) and Japanese guru Ikujiro Nonaka (1995). Other scientists such as Sveiby (1997) and James Stewart (2002) popularized the knowledge conception as the main asset of organization. Nonaka names two kinds of knowledge - tacit and explicit knowledge. In the process of learning both kinds of knowledge intertwine.

At the end of the 20th century industrial countries entered a new stage of development – the stage of information society and knowledge economy. Information society enlists into its development new fields of social life by transforming the modern culture and social – economical system.

In the sixties Drucker analyzing the role of knowledge in the enterprise introduced two new concepts “knowledge work” and “knowledgeable worker”. He was the first to mention that the USA economy turned from the industrial to the knowledge economy where the main resources are knowledge as opposed to capital, work and land. It means turning from the products market to the market economy. However, knowledge requires much more investments than investment to capital.

In the seventies the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and Stanford scientists analyzed how USA companies created, used and implemented knowledge. It was a basic step in the evolution of knowledge management. Till the eighties enterprises didn’t consider knowledge as an asset.

In the eighties introduction of the internet was the beginning of knowledge management. The internet provided access to various publications about the concept of knowledge management, and knowledge management became a realizable idea.

The tendency of lifelong learning in the information society

The development of information society is related to technical and technological reversal and changes of social relations in society. These are the main differences between information economy and industrial economy (Bell, 1973; Amidon, 2001).

The changes of social relations are conditioned by new information networks, and these relations already are not the work relations of industrial economy, thus they determine the birth of the new type social structure. Bell states that changes of social work relations appears when the nature is disengaged from work and daily activities, this situation occurs because work in the information society is no longer the relation with nature – it primarily is the relation of man and artificial environment, which is represented by intellectual producing machines.

Information society is often described as community constantly studying because the manual and technical basis of information society – information technologies is developing so apace (Dodson, 1993; Mandelli, 2000) that the demand of learning lifelong becomes a necessity. The same opinion is presented by Bauman: “The technological reversal of time/dimensional distances does not relieve existence of individual but gives him a gross obligation to study lifelong”. The life-long learning intentions of companies’ employees can be demonstrated by analyzing data of Mykolas Riomeris University and results, gained during the research of demand for distance studies (Morkvėnas, 2005), in which the focus group was the employees of Lithuanian banks.

The quantity of respondents was estimated by considering that result reliability rate is 95 percent, standard error value units with normal distribution \( z = 1.96 \), sample error \( e = 5 \) percent and the proportion of general sample is \( p = 50 \) percent. The general sample of the research is not very broad: \( N = 7369 \) (i.e. the number of bank employees in 2004). Thus the number of bank employees is not bigger than 50 000, the magnitude of research sample \( n \) is calculated according to formula 1:

\[
n = \frac{p(1-p)}{(e/z)^2 + p(1-p)/N} \]

\[
0.25/0.0006507+0.00003391= 385 \text{(respondents)}
\]

Employees of Lithuanian banks answered the question “If I decided to take up distance studies my choice would be predetermined”, and the results showed, that the older a man, the bigger a demand for the knowledge of the latest tendencies in their professional field (Figure 1).
It is obvious, that results prove a very big demand of life-long learning. The main reason for this is a great importance to know the latest tendencies of one's own professional field. Shifting from the youngest age range to the oldest the necessity of being aware of the latest tendencies of professional field rapidly increases: 19-23m. – 24.7 percent, 24-28m. – 26.0 percent, 29-33m. – 36.2 percent, 34-38m. – 38.3 percent and >39m. – 42.0 percent.

Such a big importance to study lifelong can be explained by the fact that professional backwardness reduces competitive ability of employees and companies, and consequently employees are constrained to seek for ways of learning (therefore reducing the risk of losing a job), so that they can keep their value and get a salary. The studying employees renew or develop new skills, which are the base of getting a salary. If the employees do not update qualifications and do not improve, a threat of losing income source appears. For this reason older people are obliged to revive their knowledge, and this explains the results showed in Figure 1. The constant seek for new knowledge proves the existence of relation between employees' knowledge and wages.

Scientific literature states that innovations in information technologies are changing our lives and the changes determine self learning and gaining knowledge. There can be discerned three main causes of changes:

- firstly, the incorporation of human intelligence in a wide variety of machines in factories and households, with its ultimate expression in the computer, as a simulator and a multiplier of brain power (Negroponte, 1996).
- secondly, the development of telecommunication able to transmit voice, data and image, wired or wireless, which have multiplied the networked computers and improved interaction among all sorts of intelligent units (Cairncross, 1998; Morkvenas, 2006).
- thirdly, the invention of a pattern of interaction among networked computers – the Internet – that is particularly flexible and open to new initiatives and that is creating a new reality of organised information, referred to as the Web (Levy, 1997; Mandelli, 2000; Morkvenas, 2006).

The role of knowledge in the knowledge economy

The result of learning is gained knowledge and skills, however just effective practical usage of knowledge can secure the long-lasting success in the hard competitive fight (Wikstrom, 1994). The knowledge itself is not valuable until it is merged into the common knowledge system of the company or country. This generalizes the modern business orientation to knowledge management and country's orientation to knowledge economy. The main objective of knowledge management is to use intellectual capital effectively and profitably. The major aim of knowledge economy is to establish a favourable environment for spreading and creating knowledge, i.e. for forming of knowledge system.

Knowledge can be created by research or practical experimentation or acquired by recruitment or by competence assessment. Regarding knowledge application, it is possible to integrate it by product development, to replicate it by best practice transfer, to store it in data bases and to pool it by strategic planning. Specialised software provides useful tools for all these operations. Nevertheless, the key factors of success in knowledge management are (Amidon, 2001):

- analysing the system of added-value where the company is placed;
- defining the innovation goals that can lead this company to more added-value;
- improving the synergy between marketing, research and production;
- building a learning network within the company and with its external partners;
- ensuring an effective leadership of this learning process.

There are at least tree tendencies of development, which explain the role of knowledge in modern knowledge economy.

The bigger part of social product of typical high technology society is composed of the sales of "information/knowledge products and services" (Agyris, 1993). Knowledge substantially changes the traditional factors of manufacturing: capital and labour. Yet in 1980 Drucker stated, that in the sectors of intensive researches the expenses for knowledge made the biggest part of all costs: „Almost 70 percent of cost of semiconductor microchips production composes from intellectual work (researches, development, testing) and manual work amounts no more than 12 percent. Similarly, in the pharmaceutical industry: manual work form no more than 12 percent and intellectual work includes almost 50 percent of all production costs” (Drucker, 1993). In such knowledge-intensive sectors as consulting, finance, software, biotechnology and etc, the knowledge input in the surplus value is especially big, because here primary investment are necessary for the creation of knowledge. Manual work can not be accomplished without proper knowledge as well. First of all, a man must gain a profound knowledge and then he can start to work.

The second tendency is market globalization which determines internationalization processes of many enterprises. International division of labour influences the demand of knowledge selecting enterprises locations: for example, manufacturing is located in the undeveloped countries but researches and administration in the developed countries (Agyris, 1993; Benchimol, 2001).

The third tendency is growing spread of information and communication technologies lead to the new forms of technology diffusion. In parallel with flexible manufacturing the new information and communication technologies enable to implement very useful forms of transactions between chains of value creation (e-commerce) (Benchimol, 2001).

All three tendencies of development are backed up on knowledge usage, because modern world mechanism is based on knowledge economy and management. The research of Drucker has proved that intellectual work makes the biggest part of production costs and wages fund (Drucker P., F., 1980, 1993). Drucker stated that in
the twenty-first century a primary asset of a company is the intellectual labour force, because they are holders of their working implements – knowledge. Also with reference to Drucker research, we could draw a conclusion, that people who are employed for manual work and do not have proper knowledge for it have the lesser wages-fund in comparison to a wages-fund of employees, that do intellectual work.

A new social structure is developing in the society, and workers who possess knowledge are a leading power in this society. They control both implements of production and work process. The main successful way to organize activity is implementation of new methods of teamwork, self-control and liability of employees (Drucker, 1994).

**Annual average wage correlation with knowledge level of the labour market**

The annual average wage is calculated by dividing all annual wage fund by average employee number. The analysis of data of distance learning demand research proved the existence of relation between employee knowledge and wages Drucker research showed, that a considerable part of wage fund is committed for intellectual work. If we assessed the level of labour force knowledge of various countries using the same index and assuming that every country is a separate labour market, it will be possible to estimate the correlation between labour force knowledge level and annual average wage. The result of such estimation will show if knowledge really determines average wage.

As knowledge is a qualitative parameter, it is hard to evaluate it. However, countries are computing various indices of knowledge level. The World Bank offers to use the knowledge assessment methodology (KAM). The KAM was designed as an interactive tool for benchmarking a country’s position vis-a-vis others in the global knowledge economy. The KAM consists of 80 structural and qualitative variables, which let us estimate the general economical characteristics and knowledge levels of different countries. As working with a large set of 80 variables can be unwieldy, in this research only the main KAM indices, will be used. These indices are composed of separate parameters: 1) Knowledge Economy Index (KEI); 2) Knowledge Index (KI); 3) Education Index (II).

The data, which is used for the research, is assembled in table 1. Knowledge economy, Knowledge and Education indices are taken from the statistical data-base KAM of World Bank and the annual average wages (AAW) are taken from the reports of Statistical Department „Eurostat” of European Union (2005).

The range of KEI, KI and II indices are from 0 to 10 (Table 1). These parameters are normalized, and the methods of normalization are described in World Bank knowledge evaluation methodology KAM.

**The Knowledge Economy Index** (KEI) takes into account whether the environment is conducive for knowledge to be used effectively for economic development. It is an aggregate index that represents the overall level of development of a country or region towards the Knowledge Economy. The KEI is calculated based on the average of the normalized performance scores of a country or region on all four pillars related to the knowledge economy: 1) economic incentive and institutional regime; 2) education and human resources; 3) the innovation system; 4) Information and communication technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>KEI</th>
<th>KI</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>AAW, EUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>9.70</td>
<td>9.54</td>
<td>9.19</td>
<td>32177.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>9.02</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>9.21</td>
<td>29844.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>9.23</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>44692.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>8.83</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>8.62</td>
<td>36764.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>8.72</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>40553.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>8.62</td>
<td>8.77</td>
<td>8.60</td>
<td>35200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>8.56</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>8.95</td>
<td>43736.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>8.51</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>40375.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>34330.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxemburg</td>
<td>8.08</td>
<td>7.91</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>39587.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td>8.24</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>28068.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>19219.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>13450.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>7.17</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>8.02</td>
<td>3895.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>7.01</td>
<td>7.21</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>5870.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>6.97</td>
<td>7.04</td>
<td>7.61</td>
<td>16738.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>6.86</td>
<td>7.02</td>
<td>8.32</td>
<td>6434.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>6.94</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>4582.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>17740.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>1587.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurostat and World Bank

**Knowledge Index (KI)** measures a country’s ability to generate, adopt and diffuse knowledge. This is an indication of overall potential of knowledge development in a given country. Methodologically, the KI is the simple average of the normalized performance scores of a country or region on the key variables in three Knowledge Economy pillars: 1) education and human resources; 2) the innovation system; 3) information and communication technology.

**Education Index (II)** – this index consists of different educational parameters: “brain drain”, accessibility to Internet at schools, scale of employee learning, expenses for education, etc.

After analysing indices of knowledge level, the strength of the relation between aforementioned indices and annual average wage will be identified using the model of linear regression. Correlation between parameters is meaningful if the coefficient of correlation exceeds 50 percent. Coefficient of reliability $\alpha = 0.05$. 
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The results of the statistical research show that correlation between the knowledge level indices and annual average wages is very strong (Table 2, Figure 2). The coefficient of correlation exceeds 50 percent. Furthermore, calculated general multiple regression coefficient $R$ equals 85 percent, so the conclusion can be drawn that correlation between knowledge level indices of countries and annual average wages is very strong. The general coefficient of determination shows that almost 75 percent of annual average wage is determined by the country knowledge level. Other 25 percent (100 – 75 = 25 percent) is unvalued factors.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEI</th>
<th>KI</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>AAW, EUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAW, EUR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total regression coefficient**

- **Total determination coefficient**

- **5.50  6.00  6.50  7.00  7.50  8.00  8.50  9.00  9.50  10.00**

**Turning point**

### Figure 2. Correlation of annual average wage with KEI, KI, EI

*Source: Eurostat and World Bank*

As it can be seen in Figure 2, the correlation between KEI, KI and II is positive, i.e. the general tendency is described like this: when aforementioned indices are increasing, the average wages are increasing as well. It should be noted that correlation between Education index and annual average wage is a bit weaker (66 percent) than the correlation between KEI and KI with AAW. So the conclusion arises that a well developed educational system does not necessarily guarantees high level of wages. The similar tendency can be seen in Figure 2 as well, because when the II is low, the annual average wages are very high. This situation can be explained with the argument that education provide only knowledge, but it have to be used in practice, and that requires experience, favourable environment, resources, i.e. possibilities to implement and to manage knowledge, which in fact is what the indices KI and KEI assess. In countries where there are no knowledge economy (KEI and KI are low), the annual average wages are lower in comparison with the general tendency.

The marked break-point (Figure 2) shows that annual average wages starts to increase when KEI and KI reaches the value of ~7.3.

### Conclusions

The average wages of a country or region is determined not only by the number of workers of a labour market, but by the level of labour force knowledge as well, because:

1. The demand of knowledge is increasing and life-long learning is becoming inevitable. Analyses of demand of distance studies showed that moving from the youngest age range to the oldest the demand for finding out the latest tendencies of professional field rapidly increases: 19-23m. – 24.7 %, 24-28m. – 26.0 %, 29-33m. – 36.2 %, 34-38m. – 38.3 % ir >39m. – 42.0 %; Such constant seeking of knowledge proves the existence of relation between employees' knowledge and wages.

2. The analyses of notable scientists (Drucker P., Bell D., Dodson, M., Agyris, C., and other) works provided more evidences and the main conclusion is that knowledge economy really creates greater surplus value. Especially important is the research done by Drucker, the results of which indicated that: “Almost 70 percent of cost of semiconductor microchips production composes from intellectual work (researches, development, testing) and manual work amounts no more than 12 percent. Similarly, in the pharmaceutical industry: manual work form no more than 12 percent and intellectual work includes almost 50 percent of all production costs”.

3. Knowledge evaluation methodology KAM of The World Bank helped to implement statistical research and to assess the correlation between knowledge levels and annual average wages. Calculated general multiple regression coefficient $R$ equals 85 percent, so the conclusion can be drawn that correlation between knowledge level indices
(KEI, KI, II) of countries and annual average wages is very strong. The general coefficient of determination shows that almost 75 percent of annual average wage is determined by the country knowledge level.

Such changes emerged because of global reasons as they basically determined the formation of information society and knowledge economy:
1. Development of transport system, huge capital and data flows (Internet).
2. High technology and particularly rapid diffusion of innovation and technology in the society.
3. The formation of global and mobile labour market.
4. A huge competition in the global labour market.
5. The new possibilities to study and improve life-long (distance learning).
6. The growing influence of transnational companies.

The results of the statistical research proved that education does not guarantee high annual average wage, i.e. knowledge provides benefit only if it is used in practice.
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Darbo jėgos žinių lygio ir vidutinio darbo užmokešio koreliacija

Santrauka

Tyrimo tikslas: remiantis mūsų ir kitų mokslininkų tyrimų rezultatais, parodyti, kad žinios lemia vidutinį darbo užmokėtį darbo jėgos rangoje.

Uždaviniai, kuriuos išsprendus išgyvenimas tikslas, yra šie: žinių poreikis atsisadimo apžvalga; mokymosi visą gyvenimą analizė; žinių vaidmens šiuolaikinėje ekonomikoje analizė; šalies žinių lygio koreliacijos su vidutiniu metiniu darbo užmokeščiu analizė.

Atliktai metuotinių studijų poreikio tyrimas Mykolo Romero universitete parode, kad poreikis mokytis visą gyvenimą yra labai didelis. Pradedant nuo jauniausios amžiaus grupės iki seniausios būtine yžinoti naujausias savo darbo sritis tendencijas stipriai auga: 19-23m. – 24.7 proc., 24-28m. – 26,0 proc., 29-33m. – 36.2 proc., 34-38m. – 38.3 proc. ir >39m. – 42 proc. Iš to padarėme pirmąją išvadą: nuolatinis žinių siekimas leidžia teigti, kad egzistuoja ryšys tarp darbuotojų žinių ir darbo užmokeščio. Jei darbuotojas neatmazgina savo kvalifikacijos ir neteisės, atsiranda grėsmė prarasti pajamų šaltinių.


Nuolatinįjį studijų poreikio tyrimo duomenų analizė parodė, kad esama ryšio tarp darbuotojų žinių ir darbo užmokesčio; be to Drucker tyrimas rodos, kad didelė darbo užmokesčio fondo dalis atitekina intelektualiam darbui atlikti. Jei galette sūrtintų šalies darbo lygos žinių lygi įvertinti tuo pačiu indeksu ir kiekvieną laikytume kaip atsiradų darbo rinką, tai galette nustatyti darbo jėgos žinių lygio ir vidutinio metinio darbo užmokesčio; taigi, raktariniai išsilaikyti šalies darbo užmokesčio. Šie rezultatai (Drucker tyrimas) ir savo atliktais tyrimais nustatėme, kad yra poreikis atnaujinti ir papildyti profesines srities žinias, kad suteikiant mokymosi visą gyvenimą tendenciją, o įtvirtėme, kad šalies arba regiono vidutinių metinių darbo užmokesčio lemnia ne tik darbuotojų skaičių darbo rinkoje, bet ir darbo jėgos žinių lygis.

Raktas: konkurencingumas, darbo jėga, žinių ekonominė, vidutinis darbo užmokesčio.
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1 Vidutinis metinis darbo užmokesčio (VMDU) apskaičiuojamas visą metinį darbo užmokesčio foną padalijus iš vidutinio darbuotojų skaičiaus.
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